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From the President’s Desk
Rossemary Gaffray & I
travelled this summer to
Jacksonville, Fl for the
UOAA National Conference and Halifax, NS
for the UOAC AGM &
CIS meeting with just 3
days between to wash
clothes. While in Halifax, we attended the
AGM of Friends of Ostomates Worldwide
Canada (FOWC) as
board members. In Halifax, all the delegates
worked hard as we
struggled to deal with
the issues that affect our
own organization. In
Jacksonville, we had the
opportunity to just have
fun and take in what interested us.—which was
most everything. We
bumped into ten other
Canadians that we

knew, attending for various reasons. Barbara
Hawes, Editor of “The
Pouch” newsletter for
the Ostomy Support
Group of Northern Virginia looked me up
when she saw my name.
What a pleasure to meet
in person after communicating by email for
a length of time. Rosemary & I wore name
tags that said “First
Timers” and it was
amazing how many
spoke to us. When I was
in Halifax I spotted Jean
Hiltz’s name (newsletter
editor for the Ostomy
Halifax Gazette) and
sought her out. It is so
wonderful to put a face
to a name. We do need
to have a workshop for
newsletter editors and

another one for Presidents of chapters at
these events. We all
share the same goals.
I came away with more
ideas and energy than I
can sort through at this
time. Once I meet with
your Board of Directors
this week, we’ll see
where we can fit some
of these ideas of mine
into our plans for the
WOA.
I wish to thank all the
visitors who were very
busy this summer as
shown in Joanne’s report on Page 6. We have
a lot to thank you for.
I am looking forward to
a start of a new season
and great things happening.
Cheers,
Lorrie
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UOA OF CANADA MISSION STATEMENT
The United Ostomy Association of Canada Inc. is a volunteer-based organization dedicated to assisting all persons
facing life with gastrointestinal or urinary diversions by providing emotional support, experienced and practical help,
instructional and informational services through its membership, to the family unit, associated care givers and the general public.

WHO WE ARE
The Winnipeg Ostomy Association, Inc. (WOA), is affiliated with the United Ostomy Association of Canada, Inc.
(UOAC), a volunteer-based organization dedicated to assisting all persons facing life with gastrointestinal or urinary diversions by providing emotional support, experienced and practical help, instructional and informational
services through its membership, to the family unit, associated care givers and the general public.
Members receive the UOAC’s magazine, Ostomy Canada, the Chapter Newsletter, Inside Out, and the benefits of
meeting fellow persons with ostomies at our regular meetings.
The WOA is a not-for-profit registered charity and welcomes bequests and donations.

VISITING SERVICE
Upon the request of a patient, the WOA will provide a visitor for ostomy patients. The visits can be
pre or post operative or both. The visitor will have
special training and will be chosen according to the
patient’s age, gender, and type of surgery. A visit
may be arranged by calling the Visiting Coordinator
or by asking your Doctor or Enterostomal Therapist
(ET). There is no charge for this service.

MEETINGS
All persons with ostomies, spouses, family members, interested members of the
medical profession and the general public
are welcome to attend our meetings and
WELCOME
social functions.
Chapter meetings are held from September
through May, except December, in Room 203 of the
SMD Building, 825 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg, MB,
beginning at 7:30pm on the 4th Wednesday, of the
month. There are no scheduled chapter meetings in
June, July or August. A Christmas party is held in
December.
Free Parking is in the SMD parking lot to the south
of the building.
You must enter the lot off McDermott Ave.

CONSTITUTION
Copies of our constitution are available at our Chapter
Meetings, on our website, or can be obtained by mail by
contacting a member of the Executive Committee.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept. 25th— Chapter Meeting
Oct. 23rd - Chapter Meeting
Nov. 27th - Chapter Meeting
Dec. 1st. - Sunday, Christmas Party

ARE YOU MOVING?
If you move, please inform us of your change
of address so we can continue to send you the
newsletter and Ostomy Canada magazine.
Send your change of address to:

WOA
Box 158
Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editor, Inside Out
1101—80 Snow Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P8
woainfo@mts.net
All submissions are welcome, may be edited and are not
guaranteed to be printed.

Deadline for Next Issue: Friday, October 4, 2013
WORLD WIDE WEB
Visit the Winnipeg Ostomy Association Web Pages:
http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca
woa@mts.net

DISCLAIMER
Articles and submissions printed in this newsletter are not
necessarily endorsed by the Winnipeg Ostomy Association, Inc.,
and may not apply to everyone. It is wise to consult your
Enterostomal Therapist or Doctor before using any information
from this newsletter.
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UOAC AGM & CIS:
Hosted by OSTOMY HALIFAX
Aug.16—18, 2013.
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE AGM
The Articles of Continuance were
passed which allowed the national
to change its name. Once the articles are filed and accepted by Corporations Canada the UOAC will
be known as OSTOMY CANADA
SOCIETY (OCS).
 Following the regular order of
business, the new Executive and
Board of Directors were sworn in.
 A new fund raising effort was presented—The Stoma Stroll.
 St. John’s, Nfld did a presentation,
showcasing their beautiful city in
preparation for the OCS Biennial
Conference in 2014.


L-R: Ruth Kenney,
Bette Yetman, Ed
Tummers cutting
the Anniversary
cake.

Outgoing UOAC Board
member, Delilah Guy from
Gander, Nfld, receives
recognition for 3 terms

CHAPTER INFORMATION SESSIONS (CIS) - hosted by Halifax.








UOAC President, Peter Folk. Peter
reported on the state of the National. There are still two vacancies on
the Board.
Lisa Gausman—Editor, of the
Ostomy Canada magazine. Lisa
reported on the magazine and is
asking for articles written by members
Lisa gave the report on this year’s
youth camp. This year was the best
camp ever according to the campers. That’s despite the problems
with the washroom facilities and
not being able to do white water
rafting.
Lorne Aronson (Friends of Ostomates Worldwide—FOWC) Lorne
showed a heart wrenching video of
a doctor’s trip in Tanzania by water, bus, bike, and on foot to provide supplies to very young osto-
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mates . I will be reporting much
more on the role of FOWC in future
issues.
Betty Woolridge—SASO Chairperson, explained the great need for
Spouses and Significant Others, the
importance of them attending meetings and being trained as visitors.
Judy Steeves—former Board member—provided the Do’s & Don’ts
for Presiding Officers.
40th ANNIVERSARY HALIFAX!
We all had the opportunity to join
Ostomy Halifax for a luncheon and
help them celebrate their 40th Anniversary. Honoring a founding member Bette Yetman made for fond
memories. Great food, jokes, and
entertainment filled out the afternoon.

Submitted by Lorrie Pismenny

A very tired nurse walks
into a bank, totally exhausted after an18 hour
shift. Preparing to write a
cheque she pulls a rectal
thermometer out of her
purse and tries to write
with it.
When she realizes her
mistake, she looks at the
flabbergasted teller, and
without missing a beat,
she says: “Well, that’s
great… that’s just great..
Some asshole’s got my
pen!”
******************
A married couple were
asleep when the phone
rang at 2 in the morning.
The very blond wife
picked up the phone, listened for a moment and
said ‘How should I know,
that’s 200 miles from
here!’ and hung up. The
husband said, ‘Who was
that?’
The wife answered, ‘I
don’t know, some woman
wanting to
know if the
coast is
clear.’
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What to Say to Someone Who is Really Sick!
"No set of guidelines for being a good friend can replace your own style," says former cancer patient Georgia Photopulos, "but if you'd like a few simple tips on
how to talk to someone who's very sick, here they are."
1. Don't be afraid to ask
me what I have, how
I'm doing or what my
treatment will be. At
worst, I'll say I don't
want to discuss it. At
best, I'll welcome the
opportunity to talk
about my situation.
2. Worried about what to say? What did we talk about
before I became ill—politics, art, religion, the PTA,
grandchildren? I'm still interested.
3. Don't try to cheer me up by telling me things could
be worse—that I'm lucky my husband or wife hasn't
left, or that I could have been hit by a truck. It
doesn't help. In fact, don't try to cheer me up at all!
What I need most when I'm depressed is a compassionate comforter and listener.
4. Don't assume you know how I feel. If you're prepared to find out, ask me, for I need every sensitive,
empathetic listener I can get.
5. If I look horrible, don't tell me I look great. Your lie
will hang between us and undercut anything else
you say. You don't have to comment on my looks at
all.
6. Remember, I chose my doctor and unless I say otherwise, I'm probably satisfied with him or her.
Don't bring me articles about other doctors, other
hospitals, or other treatments unless I ask you to.
7. Do bring flowers, books, games-whatever you
know I like. Most of all, bring yourself. Illness interrupts so much; don't let it interrupt our friendship.
8. If anything about my illness troubles you, if it
makes you upset or sad or nervous, tell me! Your
silence may hurt me-something I know you don't
want.
From The Hope Heart Institute, via Northern Virginia The Pouch via
Stillwater-Ponca City (OK) Ostomy Outlook Online June 1997, via Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc. Inside/Out Nov/Dec. 1997.
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Monitor That Mole
Moles have no known purpose and scientists
don't know why they develop. Most moles are
harmless. You don't need
to remove them unless
they're irritated or unattractive. But you do need
to monitor them. Skin
changes are signs! Melanomas often become
visible at an early stage, so examine your skin
carefully on a regular basis. Any of these
changes may be an indication of melanoma:
SIZE - Melanomas tend to be the diameter of
a pencil or larger.
COLOR - Individual benign moles usually
have one color. Multiple colors require evaluation.
SHAPE - Harmless moles typically have
smooth edges. Look for irregular borders.
HEIGHT - Benign moles tend to be flat or
dome shaped. Be wary of moles that are partially flat and partially elevated.
TEXTURE - Scales, shedding of skin, oozing
or mild bleeding can signal melanoma so can
hardening or softening of the colored area.
SENSATION - Is there itching, tenderness or
pain?
NEARBY SKIN - Pay attention to swelling,
redness, or other coloring that spreads into
skin near the pigmented area.
Source: Mayo Clinic Health Letter; Ottawa Ostomy
News; via Metro Halifax News, Sept. l997 via Inside/
Out Sept./Oct 1998

My mind works
like lightning.
One brilliant
flash and it is gone.
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A fun way to spark conversation about Ostomy awareness
in Jacksonville via Facebook.
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UOAA National Conference: Aug. 7-10,2013
“Bridge to Acceptance”

Highlights from the conference.
Rosemary & I could be found
among 475 plus conference
including 10 other Canadians.
 A colon celebrity appeared at
the conference. Affectionately
called “Coco” the 40-foot Colossal Colon is a crawl-through
model of the human colon,
complete with examples of
healthy colon tissue, various
diseases, polyps, and various
Check out “Elijah
stages of colorectal cancer.
Explains His New
Check “Coco” out at
Ostomy” on
www.colonclub.com.
Youtube.
 Brenda Elsagher, the comediSo cute!
an, author and national speaker
(top right photo—second from
Go to
left in blue) who brings a joywww.ostomy.org &
ful message in the face of adread the NEWS item
versity. Brenda did a presenta& fallout from a
tion at the First Night CeremoCincinnati Police
nies, An Evening with BrenStory on Youth Gun
da—Adults Only! & How to
Violence.
Make your Meetings Interesting and Fun as well as a book
signing event.
Get Your Newsletter By Email
 1950’s Party & Ice Cream SoINSIDE OUT is now available via e-mail in
cial.
PDF Format, in 'living colour', no less!!
 50s-60s Beach Party/Ostomy
Help your chapter save on printing and mailing
Jeopardy.
costs and make funds available for use in other areas,.
 1st Timer’s Reception.
 David E. Beck, MD, FACS,
To sign up, contact The WOA at: woainfo@mts.net
FASCRS: a very down to
earth, knowledgeable doctor
who spoke at different workshops on topics such as Basic
Colostomy, Basic Ileostomy,
Hernia & Stoma Revisions, &
WOA Christmas Party
Pain Management. He is also a
Sunday, December 1st 1:00 pm
UOAA Board member.
Norwood Hotel
 Tribute to Linda Auckett, who
along with her husband founded UOAA.
More details to follow.
 Many, many workshops.


Mark Your Calendars!

inside/out
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A warm welcome to new
chapter members:

September 2013

In MEMORIAM

Irvinne Lindstrom
Denise McCorrister

Kay Marks
Roy Whiteside
Thomas Mathie
We extend our sympathy to their
families and friends

VISITING REPORT-JULY 2013
COLOSTOMY
ILEOSTOMY
UROSTOMY
No Contact
Requests came from:
HSC 4, St.Bon.8, Grace 1

10
3
1
1

VALUED VISITORS:

VISITING REPORT—AUG. 2013
COLOSTOMY
2
ILEOSTOMY
3
Requests came from:
St. Bon. 4, HSC 1

Heal
the past

VALUED VISITORS: Heidi Gerkowski, Helmut Friesen, John Kelemen,
Rollie Binner, Joanne Maxwell.

Live
the
Present

Jared Dmytruk, Audrey Graham (2),
Lorrie Pismenny, John Kelemen (2)
Bonnie Robertson (4), Jan Dowswell,
Sandy Owsianski, Heidi Gerkowski,

Visiting Report
submitted by
Joanne Maxwell—
Visiting
Coordinator.

Dream
the future

WOA STATS
Total Membership as of
Aug. 31, 2013
253
March 2013 Renewals mailed 104
March 2013 renewals outstanding 8
WANTED: a 30—36 cup coffee urn in
good condition that needs a good home.
We need a second urn to make extra coffee
at our WOA meetings.
Please call Lorrie @ 204-489-2731.

We’re all smiles
because
you are so generous!
Camp Fund

Adolf Reinfort
Russell Smith
Your donations are
greatly appreciated.
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FACTS YOU MAY NOT KNOW….














Your tongue is the only muscle in your body that is
attached at only one end.
If you stop getting thirsty, you need to drink more
water. When a human body is dehydrated, its thirst
mechanism shuts off.
Each year 2,000,000 smokers either quite smoking or
die of tobacco-related diseases.
Drinking water after eating reduces the acid in your
mouth by 61 percent.
The roar that we hear when we place a seashell next
to our ear is not the ocean, but rather the sound of
blood surging through the veins in the ear.
The tooth is the only part of the human body that
cannot heal itself.
Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their
hair.
Caffeine increases the power of aspirin and other
painkillers, that is why it is found in some medicines.
Strawberries are the only fruits whose seeds grow on
the outside.
Avocados have the highest calories of any fruit at
167 calories per hundred grams.
Everything weighs one percent less at the equator.

When You Know You've Got Trouble
Ostomates in general, as individuals, are not
happy and healthy due to their surgery. They
are no longer in trouble due to illness. So there
should be a way to know when they are in
trouble. . . .
You know you've got trouble when you:





walk into a public washroom and the stalls
have no doors.
have a dream that you are swimming and
wake up and you are.
are taking a physical and the doctor says,
"What's that thing?"
can't laugh at the minor things that cause
trouble.

Sunrise, Medford, Oregon via Kenosha-Racine, 1/90
via Inside/Out Sept./Oct. 1996

Source: Hamilton & District “OSTO-INFO” Sept. 2013.

better odds of seeing improvements in problems like cramps,
bloating, constipation and diarrhea. After three months, 43% of
the exercisers showed a “clinically
significant” improvement in their
symptoms -- meaning it was making a difference in their daily
lives. That compared with a quarter of the participants who maintained their normal lifestyle. For
people who are currently less than
People with irritable bowel synactive, even a moderate increase in
drome may be able to find some
exercise may curb irritable bowel
relief by getting regular exercise,
symptoms, according to senior
a small clinical trial suggests. The
researcher Dr. Riadh Sadik, of the
study, of 102 adults with the disorUniversity of Gotherberg, Sweder, found that those who were
den.
told to get some more exercise had
In an email, Sadik said the

Exercise May Help
Irritable Bowels

September 2013

Handle every stressful
situation like a dog.
Pee on it and walk away!
researchers had told those in the
exercise group to obtain 20 to 60
minutes of moderate-to vigorous
exercise -- like brisk walking or
biking, on three to five days out of
the week. That is a level that is
generally safe and achievable,
Sadik said. On top of that, the researcher added “it will also improve your general health”.
According to Sadik, exercise may
be helpful for several reasons. Past
studies have shown that it can get
things moving along in the gut,
relieving gas and constipation.
Vigorous exercise, however, may
worsen bouts of diarrhea. Regular
exercise may also have a positive
effect
Continued on Page9
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Being an Ostomate
What Will Happen to You? How Will You Feel
and Act?
Will You Bulge? Remember, without a part of the
intestine or bladder, and its contents, you should
have a flatter tummy than before. You can expect to
wear, with little exception, what you wore before and this includes tight clothing and (except for bikinis) bathing suits.

September 2013

year for your use. Shop around.
Will You Starve? Follow doctor's orders at each
stage of your adjustment. Some ostomates will be
able to eat and tolerate anything; others may find
difficulty with some foods. Each person is an individual and must determine, by trial, what is best for
him. A good practice for all ostomates is to drink
plenty of fluids.
Will You be a Social Outcast? If you haven't met
any outcast ostomates, why should you be the first
one? If you don't smell bad, bulge, make noises, and
dwell in the toilet, what is to make you obvious and
repulsive? Only your own attitude, your morale, will
affect your companions. No cheerful, brave, and triumphant person will be an outcast!

Will You Smell? Those with ileostomies and urinary diversions will be fitted for appliances which
are completely odor-proof. Colostomates control
odor with diet and/or odor-free stick-on pouches. In
addition, for all ostomates there are deodorants for
external use and odor-reducing compounds to be takSource: Vancouver Ostomy Highlife, 4/94, via Winnipeg Ostoen by mouth, should they be needed.
my Association’s Inside/Out Sept/Oct.1995

Will You Make Noises? Everyone produces gas,
especially if he is an air-swallower. But you don't
**************************
make noises so often that you can't pretend that your
A LOOK BACK IN TIME
stomach is growling. Be the fastest elbow in the
West, or wear a two-way stretch binder, girdle or
As of May 6, 1996, 9 of 48 Canadian Chapters are
pantyhose to muffle the sound when it is audible.
among the top 50 of a total of 538 Chapters in the
Avoid gassy foods, drinking through a straw and
US and Canada. Congratulations!
chewing gum.
Will You Feel the Waste Discharges? Very little,
for the intestines have little feeling. Colostomates,
however, will probably be aware of intestinal movement when it happens. Those with urinary diversions
probably will be unaware of kidney discharge. The
ileostomate or urinary diversion should check his
appliance occasionally to see if it is full, or he might
find his bag sagging - like a cow in udder misery
needs to be milked.

Rank
9
10
11
14
20
25
26
29
44

Members
Chapters
303
Vancouver*
301
Winnipeg
287
Halifax*
256
Hamilton*
224
Toronto
211
Calgary*
210
Edmonton*
201
Regina*
172
Saskatoon*

Will You be a Captive of the Toilet? At first you
may find yourself spending lots of time in the bath- *Gains since Mar. 4, 1996 rating.
Source: UOA Canada’s The Connection June 1996.via Winniroom until you become efficient with the managepeg Ostomy Association’s Inside/Out Sept./Oct. 1996
ment of your stoma. But then, your routine will not
involve any more time than normal visits to the bathroom. except for changing the appliance or irrigatThe only time the world beats a path to
ing. And there are a great many manufacturers inyour door is if you’re in the bathroom.
venting and selling better and better equipment every
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Continued from Page 7.

on the nervous and hormonal systems that act on the digestive tract.
None of the participants in the
new study, reported in the American Journal of Gastroenterology,
were regularly active at the outset.
The researchers randomly asked
about half to begin exercising over
a 12-week period, with advice
from a physical therapist. The rest
stuck with their normal lifestyle
habits. At the end of the study, the
exercise group reported greater
improvements on a standard questionnaire on IBS symptoms.
They were also less likely to show
worsening symptoms. Of the exercise group, eight percent had a
clinically significant increase in
IBS symptoms, versus 23 percent

inside/out
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of the comparison group.

yet? Are we there yet?
5. You know, in Arkansas, we’re
(Reuters Health 2011); The New Outlook
now legally married.
Ostomy Assoc. of Greater Chicago; Oa6. Any sign of the trapped miners,
kanagan Mainland, via Vancouver OstoChief?
my HighLife Sept/Oct. 2013.
7.
You put your left hand in, you
********************
take your left hand out…
Colonoscopies
8. Hey! Now I know how a MupColonoscopies are no joke, but
pet feels!
these comments during the exam 9. If your hand doesn’t fit, you
were quite humorous… A physimust quit!
cian claimed that the following are 10. Hey Doc, let me know if you
actual comments made by his pafind my dignity.
tients (predominantly male) while 11. You used to be an Executive at
he was performing their colonosEnron, didn’t you?
copies.
And the best one of all:
1. Take it easy Doc. You’re bold- 12. Could you write a note for my
ly going where no man has
wife saying that my head is not up
gone before.
there?
2. Find Amelia Earhart yet?
Thanks to Dennis Dempsey–
3. Can you hear me NOW?
WOA member
4. Are we there yet? Are we there

The Winnipeg Ostomy Association is
a proud supporter of the FOWC.
Along with maintaining our membership with the FOWC, we also make a
yearly donation towards the shipping
of supplies overseas to very needy ostomates. Helmut Friesen, along with
his very able team of members, pick up unused ostomy
supplies from hospitals, ETs, members, and families of
ostomates, etc. on an ongoing basis. Helmut then sorts
and packages these supplies and gets them ready to be
shipped to the collection centre in Oakville, Ont.
He just recently received word that there would be a
large shipment being readied on Sept. 14th in Aurora,
Ont. Having just arrived home from vacation, he quickly got things in motion; contacted Manitoulin Transport
to arrange delivery to the alternate destination, put together two skids of boxes, found a friend to assist him
in getting the supplies to ManitoulinTransport in
enough time to make the Sept. 14th deadline.

Thank you Helmut for going the extra mile in
such a short time!
So many ostomates will be forever grateful.

WHO SAYS AIRLINES
DON’T HAVE A SENSE OF
HUMOR?
From a Southwest Airlines employee. “Welcome aboard Southwest Flight
245 to Tampa. To operate your seat belt, insert
the metal tab into the buckle, and pull tight. It
works just like every other seat belt and if you
don’t know how to operate one, you probably
shouldn’t be out in public unsupervised.”
From WestJet. “Your seat cushions can be used
for flotation; and in the event of an emergency
water landing, please paddle to shore and take
them with our compliments.”
“As you exit the plane, make sure to gather all of
your belongings. Anything left behind will be distributed evenly among the flight attendants. Please
do not leave children or spouses.”
“Thank you for flying Delta Business Express. We
hope you enjoyed giving us the business as much as

we enjoyed taking you for a ride.

INSIDE/OUT
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THE WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION, INC. (WOA)
204 - 825 Sherbrook St., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3A 1M5
Phone: 204 - 237 - 2022
E-mail: woainfo@mts.net
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
President;
1st Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Visiting Coordinator
Member-at-Large
Member-at-Large

Lorrie Pismenny
204-489-2731
Fred Algera
204-654-0743
Joe Daley
204-999-1398
Rollie Binner
204-667-2326
Andrea Bradie
204-889-4455
Joanne Maxwell
204-896-0572
Adam Brechmann
204-256-8537
Heidi Gerkowski 1-204-433-7219

MEDICAL ADVISORS
E.T. NURSES
Mary Robertson, RN, ET
MOP
Carisa Ewanyshyn RN, ET
MOP
Rhonda Loeppky RN, ET
MOP
Marcie Lyons, RN, ET
St. Bon.
Angie Libbrecht, RN, ET
St. Bon.
Jennifer Bourdeaud’hui, RN, ET St. Bon.
Bonita Yarjau, RN, ET
H.S.C.
Elaine Beyer, RN, ET
H.S.C.
Tina Rutledge
H.S.C.
Helen Rankin, BN, ET
Brandon, R.H.C.

204- 938-5757
204-938-5758
204-938-5758
204-237-2566
204-237-2566
204-237-2566
204-787-3537
204-787-3537
204-787-3537
204-578-4205

PHYSICIANS
Dr. D.J. Gillespie: Dr. H.P. Krahn:
Dr. R. MacMahon: Dr. C. Yaffe

COMMITTEES
REFRESHMENTS/SOCIAL CONVENORS:
Vacant
RECEPTION/HOSPITALITY:
Laurette & Roger Godard 204-255-1368
PUBLIC RELATIONS: Vacant
MEMBERSHIP: Rosemary Gaffray
1-204-367-8031
LIBRARY/TAPES:
Ursula Kelemen 204-338-3763
TRANSPORTATION: Vacant
CARDS:
Grace & Barry Cox
204-832-9088
NEWSLETTER:
Editor:
Lorrie Pismenny
204-489-2731
Mailing:
Bert & Betty Andrews
WEBMASTER:
Mike Leverick
204-256-7095
VISITING ASSISTANT: Vacant
SASO:
Nurit Drory
204-338-1280
FOW SUPPLIES
PICK UP
Helmut Firesen 204-888-4014
OSTOMY SUPPLIES
HSC MATERIALS HANDLING
59 Pearl St. , Winnipeg, MB.
ORDERS: 204-926.6080 or 1.877.477.4773
E-mail: ossupplies@wrha.mb.ca
Monday to Friday 8:00am to 4:00pm
PICK-UP: Monday to Friday 8:00am to 11:00pm

WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.
Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.

New Members: Please use this form
Please enroll me as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association. I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00.
WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become members of UOA Canada, Inc., and receive Ostomy Canada
magazine.
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____ NO _____

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________
CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________ POSTAL CODE: ___________
I have a: Colostomy ______: Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:
Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :
YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________
Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:
WOA
c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0

